Adam
Levine
Calls
Blake
Shelton and Gwen Stefani
‘Family’ After New Celebrity
Couple News
By Katie Gray
Famous relationship alert! The latest celebrity news is that
Blake Shelton and Gwen Stefani are a celebrity couple!
According to UsMagazine.com, the No Doubt singer confirmed her
relationship with Shelton on November 4th. The duo even
attended the Warner Music Group CMA Awards after-party
together. The stars of The Voice have their relationship
blessing from fellow Voice star, Adam Levine, who called them
“family.” The new pair have both recently divorced, as
Shelton’s celebrity dating history includes his previous
marriage to country singer Miranda Lambert and Stefani’s
includes her prior marriage to Gavin Rossdale. Congrats to
this new celebrity couple!

This new celebrity couple is the
talk of Tinseltown! What are some
ways to keep your relationship low
key?
Cupid’s Advice:
Being in the public eye makes it difficult for celebrities to
keep their relationship low key. However; there are some ways
to keep things private and more personal in regards to your

relationship whether you’re in the public eye or not. Cupid
has some tips:
1. Keep details to a minimum: It’s acceptable to share stories
about your relationship with people, but it’s wise to keep the
details to a minimum. In order to keep your relationship more
low key, just refrain from telling too much and you will be
all set!
Related Link: Celebrity News: Blake Shelton Says ‘There Are So
Many Great Things Happening In My Life’
2. Only tell your inner circle: It’s nobody’s business,
besides you and your partner when it comes to your
relationship. It can stay private between you and your partner
if you keep things between just the two of you. This includes
only telling things to your inner circle and those closest to
you.
Related Link: Miranda Lambert Says ‘I Needed A Bright Spot
This Year’ at CMA’s Post Celebrity Divorce
3. Have alone time: The most important thing to do is spend
alone time with your partner. There are many low key options
for you and your partner, that don’t involve going out to
parties. A good example is making a romantic dinner at home
and staying in.
How have you kept your relationship low key? Share your
stories with us below!

